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Short o
Real Sentences

1.  If I sob, I will pop like a top.

2.  On the ox is a pot of cod.

3.  The dog will rot in the sod.

4.  Dot has a doll in the box.

5.  The fog is on the log at the bog.

6.  Hop the cot, and get a cob.

7.  Bob and Dot had a lot of pop.

8.  She got a doll but not a dog.

9.  The fox did jog to get to the bog.

10.  The hot hog did hop on the box.

11.  The odd mob did rob Don.

12.  Todd got a hot pot in the lot.
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Short o
Real Word Story

The mob at the odd lot gave a nod to the
man with a hot sob who did jog on the job.
“Do not bog us down,” the mob said to the
man with the hot sob.  Why all the fog?  Sit
on the log, and tell us from the top what is
the cause of your sob.

I don’t mean to hop and jog past your lot
and be all hot and sob like a hog or an ox.  I
don’t mean to bob like cod or pop like a
doll.  The mob did nod when the man did
tell his story.

My name is Mr. Nog, and I am not a con.
I box on and off.  I got a lot.  I also will jot
down rot and sell it.  But that is not all.  I
also have a wife, Dot, and I have a fox I call
Top.  Dot hates the fox and told me I have
to put the fox in a pot.  That is why I sob
and jog and pop like a cork that does bob.
I like Top, my fox.  

The mob did nod and nod.  Here is what
you do, Mr. Nog.  Take your fox in a box,
and hop over to the lot by the bog.  We will
adopt your fox and not let it rot.  
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